INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

MODEL: 35010 BUA SOLO BIKE STORAGE RACK

THANK YOU FOR YOUR PURCHASE. We take a SATISFACTION GUARANTEED approach to our products and our business, if you are not satisfied in any way, or if we can provide you with assistance or information, PLEASE call us TOLL FREE at 800-346-7332 or e-mail us at contactus@mygearup.com.

The BUA™ SOLO Bicycle Storage Rack is designed to hold one standard bicycle, male or female. The VINYL COATED ARMS adjust independently to hold mountain, road, or slant tube designs.

BILL OF MATERIAL

BUA SOLO RACK

PARTS BAG
SLIDE NUT
FLAT WASHER
SLOT HEAD CAP SCREW
HEX KEY
MOUNTING SCREW

1 – Aluminum Body
2 – VINYL COATED Steel Arms
1 – Vinyl Strip
2 – Plastic End Caps

SAFETY NOTICE

READ BEFORE PROCEEDING WITH THE INSTALLATION

BEFORE INSTALLING – LOCATE WALL LOCATION WHERE NO ELECTRICAL OR GAS LINES OR OTHER OBSTRUCTIONS WILL BE INTERFERRED OR DAMAGED WHEN DRILLING OR SCREWING THE WALL MOUNT INTO PLACE. IF UNSURE AS TO HOW TO LOCATE A SAFE SPOT FOR INSTALLATION, SEEK PROFESSIONAL HELP.
INSTALLATION

STEP 1  Insert one ONLY end plastic end cap into the aluminum body as shown.

STEP 2  Attach aluminum body to the wall using 2 long screws from the parts bag. Note the end with end cap in place should face down.

STEP 3  Attach bicycle holder arms (1 – left & 1 – right) to the aluminum body. Hold arms to sides of the aluminum body to determine left & right position. Note arms will flare out slightly from the body.

Insert BLACK SCREW through FLAT WASHER through arm ring into SLIDE NUT. Do Not tighten – leave as loose as possible.

STEP 3  continued…..

Insert slide nut of lower arm Ring into side channel of body, then the upper slide nut.
STEP 4 Position arms to fit frame style of Bicycle and finger tighten. Arms should hold bicycle parallel to floor. **TIGHTEN SCREWS HOLDING ARMS IN PLACE USING HEX KEY FROM PARTS BAG.**

STEP 5 Insert vinyl strip to hide Mount screws.

STEP 6 Insert TOP plastic end cap.

STEP 7 Mount bicycle on rack, if wheels are not parallel to the ground – remove bicycle and adjust arms.

With bicycle mounted on rack
Use Velcro strip to hold front Wheel straight.
WARNING

DO NOT STEP, CLIMB, OR HANG ON THE STORAGE RACK

DO NOT ALLOW SMALL CHILDREN OR PETS TO PLAY IN, ON, OR AROUND THE STORAGE RACK. IMPROPER INSTALLATION AND/OR USE OF THE STORAGE RACK COULD CAUSE SERIOUS INJURY AND/OR DEATH.

User assumes total responsibility for the proper installation and use of this product. GearUp Inc. will not be held liable for damages or injuries resulting from the installation and/or use of this product. If the installer or user is unsure of the requirements described herein, it is his/her responsibility to seek adequate professional assistance or contact our customer care center at 800-346-7332. REMEMBER – stored items can fall resulting in injuries and/or property damage when not properly installed or used.

THANK YOU again for your purchase. We have worked hard to make sure the product you purchased is of top quality and that all parts and necessary instructions have been included. If we have overlooked anything, or if we can be of assistance, help walk you through installation, or offer tips on how to use our product, PLEASE give us a call on our Toll Free Customer Hotline 800-346-7332. YOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR TOP PRIORITY.

Visit us at our web site www.mygearup.com for other storage solutions and special offerings.